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Abstract Since the global financial crisis, international corporate taxation has risen 
to the top of the global political agenda, as political leaders have called for collective 
action to shore up corporate tax systems. However, high-level political initiative alone 
does not create new international corporate tax rules. Rather, these transnational 
governance processes are centrally driven by elite tax professionals competing for 
prestige and influence. In this article, I investigate this competition in the case of one 
crucial post-crisis reform – the OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project. I 
argue that hierarchies of prestige and influence for elite professionals in transnational 
tax governance are based on strategic combinations of career resources in issue-
specific ‘linked ecologies’. In particular, I detail the expertise and network positioning 
of elite professionals, and discuss how these resources were mobilized in competitions 
for professional authority, which in turn shaped the transnational policy process. 
Evidence is drawn from qualitative interviews and career analysis. 

Keywords careers, elite professionals, linked ecologies, taxation, 
transnational governance 

 
The taxation of multinational corporations (MNCs) has become a critical issue for the 
global community since the global financial crisis of 2007/8. With many Western 
nation-states facing large deficits and slow growth, governments have called for 
international action to shore up corporate tax systems, safeguard government revenues 
and address rising inequalities (Christensen and Hearson 2019; Dietsch and Rixen 
2016; Eccleston and Elbra 2018). The OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting 
(BEPS) project, launched in 2013, is a key response in this regard, in that it proposes 
unprecedented, far-reaching change to international tax rules. The project aims to 
challenge the substance and opacity of corporate tax affairs, and it exposes conflicts 
over the distribution of value capture between states and global corporations (Quentin 
and Campling 2017; Seabrooke and Wigan 2017). Importantly, BEPS is also a highly 
technical policy project, driven by elite professionals and experts from international 
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organizations, governments and the private sector. Organized around the technical 
bureaucracy of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 
this transnational professional community has a strong historical track record of creat-
ing and diffusing soft law tax outputs across the globe (Rixen 2008; Sharman 2006). 

Given the high stakes, it begs the question of how these elite professionals operate 
in and influence the technical transnational policy process. A rich literature addresses 
this question and highlights a variety of institutional, normative and discursive strate-
gies employed in transnational governance (Keck and Sikkink 1998; Ponte and Cheyns 
2013; Stone 2002; Strambach and Surmeier 2017). In taxation, equally, a significant 
stream of research has shown the centrality of professional–technical dynamics in shap-
ing transnational governance (Büttner and Thiemann 2017; Hearson 2018; Picciotto 
2015; Seabrooke and Wigan 2016). However, the literature on both taxation and global 
networks in transnational governance more broadly tends to emphasize entrenched 
hierarchies of authority, consensus in predefined groups, and the uniformity of expert 
actors. This risks overlooking the presence and importance of conflict and competition, 
the fluidity of authority, and cross-cutting interactions within and across expert/profes-
sional networks in transnational governance. In this article, I investigate these dimen-
sions in the case of BEPS, and complement the existing narratives of elite professionals 
in transnational (tax) governance by applying a ‘linked ecologies’ approach. 

Linked ecologies are interconnected social systems, through which professionals 
engage continually in competitive processes (Abbott 1988, 2005). The linked ecologies 
lens enables one to focus primarily on competitive struggles within and between these 
social systems, the dynamism of authority and knowledge, and strategies that span 
groups of experts – fruitful for the study of elite professionals and transnational issues 
(Seabrooke and Tsingou 2015). In transnational tax governance, these elite profession-
als encompass a variety of lawyers, accountants, economists, tax professionals, transfer 
pricing professionals, and other experts, from a range of different organizations. Often, 
these professionals are understood as members of their employing organizations – as 
bureaucrats, lobbyists or national delegates – but increasingly scholars have concep-
tualized them as a coherent transnational tax community (Büttner and Thiemann 2017; 
Christians 2010a; Picciotto 1992, 2015; Radaelli 1997, 1999). While formal employer–
employee relationships undoubtedly shape interactions within the community, these 
elite professionals are tied together by shared expertise and experiences. However, a 
sense of community does not mean the absence of conflict and competition. Rather, 
elite professionals in transnational governance struggle continuously across ecological 
boundaries over ‘issue control’ – to obtain prestige, assert ideas, and access profes-
sional resources (Seabrooke and Henriksen 2017). 

In this article, I argue that the relative prestige of elite professionals in transnational 
tax policy-making processes, such as the BEPS project, is based on strategic combin-
ations of expertise and professional network positioning across issue-specific linked 
ecologies. To evidence these dynamics, I outline the overall career patterns, and 
identify four key types of elite professionals, namely the ‘adviser-turned-executive’, 
‘expertise brokers’, ‘tax law specialists’ and ‘talents’. Moreover, I discuss how these 
career resources were mobilized in professional competitions for authority, which in 
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turn shaped the transnational policy process in terms of who was able to speak authori-
tatively, thus affecting which policy solutions were feasible, the criteria for accepted 
arguments, and to whom people listened. These competitions were marked by a clear 
hierarchy of technical expertise, where tax law in particular dominated, as well as the 
successful activation of issue-specific combinations of expertise and exclusive net-
works. Professional strategies for authority based on these resources was widely acted 
upon by elite professionals themselves: those without the requisite resources for influ-
ence either opted not to participate or enlisted the services of powerful elite profes-
sionals to make their case. 

My arguments are based on an original case study of the BEPS project. Evidence is 
drawn from qualitative interviews, as well as analysis of the careers of elite profession-
als involved in BEPS. I zoom in on one contentious area of the project, which is con-
cerned with reforming global standards of transparency for corporate tax planning and 
transfer pricing (‘Action 13’). Corporate tax planning is critical to modern finance, to 
corporate capital, and to corporate tax systems. Through tax planning – including the 
practice of transfer pricing, which determines prices of transactions inside global 
corporate groups – profit and wealth are allocated across corporate units and nation-
states (Hansen et al. 1992; Mehafdi 2000; Quentin and Campling 2017; Sikka and 
Willmott 2010). Tax transparency requirements provide information to various stake-
holders, including tax authorities, on these practices; they provide the means with 
which to regulate the reputational and financial feasibility of corporate financial plan-
ning and tax minimization by allowing outsiders to scrutinize and challenge the sub-
stance and ethics of corporate strategies and actions (Baden and Wigan 2017). Battles 
over the content of global standards of corporate tax transparency are thus a critical 
point of reform in transnational tax governance. 

The article is structured as follows. In the next section, I discuss the nature of trans-
national (tax) governance and elite professionals in it, and set out the case for applying 
a linked ecologies approach as a useful complement to existing approaches. Next, I 
detail the context, process and outputs of the BEPS Action 13 policy process. I then 
present my methods and data. In the main analytical sections, I first analyse the career 
patterns of elite professionals in BEPS Action 13, and identify model career pathways. 
Next, I discuss the expertise and network dynamics of authority and influence, detailing 
how professional competition shapes transnational tax governance. Finally, I reflect on 
the promise of linked ecologies studies of elite professionals in transnational gover-
nance, outlining the ways in which it opens up avenues for important and interesting 
new insights, and I discuss the implications of transnational tax governance of my case 
study. 

Linked ecologies in transnational (tax) governance  

How can we understand the competition and influence of elite professionals in trans-
national (tax) governance processes? Here I contend that the linked ecologies approach 
offers a useful complement to existing approaches, and that it has the potential to shed 
light on underexplored but important professional dynamics in transnational (tax) 
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governance settings. Namely, it allows a focus on the presence and importance of con-
flict and competition, the fluidity of authority, and cross-cutting interactions within and 
across professional networks. Below, I contrast these features of the linked ecologies 
approach with three dominant streams for studying elite professionals in transnational 
(tax) governance, grouped as ‘international bureaucracies’, ‘regulatory capture’, and 
‘knowledge networks’. 

First, the linked ecologies approach opens up analytical space for assessing the pro-
fessional conflict that arises when the complexity of policy issues is high and authority 
is up for grabs by elite professionals. Based on Chicago School sociology, this perspec-
tive emphasizes the ‘ecological’ dynamics of professionals in transnational governance. 
Inspired by the work of Abbott (1988, 2005), Halliday (Block-Lieb and Halliday 2017; 
Halliday 2009) and others, ecological analyses emphasize the competition of profes-
sional groups, set in a system of inter-linked social spaces. Professionals are conceived 
as continually engaged in contests of organizing, institution-building and politics. 
Abbott, in particular, analysed groups (or ecologies) of professionals as united by 
bodies of esoteric knowledge and procedures, ‘always competing’ against other groups 
for various benefits – prestige, influence, markets, power – in a ‘linked’ setting where 
changing social relations constrain and influence each other (Abbott 2005). 

A linked ecology approach is particularly useful for studies undertaken in the 
context of transnational governance (Seabrooke and Tsingou 2015). Transnational 
governance is specifically characterized by the importance of expert knowledge and 
information control in global networks due to the technical complexity of policy issues 
and the authority afforded to elite professionals (Seabrooke 2014; Stone 2002, 2013). 
Here, elite professionals – powerful, specialized workers associated with institutional-
ized occupations – are well-positioned to contest power, as they are mobile and able to 
leverage abstract knowledge and professional communities into authority (Dezalay and 
Garth 2016; Kauppi and Madsen 2013; Kennedy 2004; Nowicka 2007; Stone 2013; 
Waters 2007). ‘Elite-ness’ in this context is understood as high ‘ranking’ or prestige 
within professional fields, derived from professional authority and a hierarchical 
position (Brown and Coupland 2015). 

Existing perspectives tend to de-emphasize this competition, for they start out from 
the conception that certain groups of actors are inherently central and ‘insiders’ to 
policy-making processes. Within the ‘international bureaucracies’ literature, notably, 
the analytical emphasis is on the unifying bureaucratic culture of international organiz-
ations (IOs) and the resulting power and autonomy of professional staff (Barnett and 
Finnemore 1999, 2004). Undoubtedly, this scholarship has provided excellent illustra-
tions of the power of OECD staff to create and diffuse global tax outputs, located with 
its bureaucratic culture (Sharman 2012; Woodward 2009). Sharman (2012: 24–5), for 
instance, lays emphasis on the OECD staff’s ‘shared rationalising vocation, ordering, 
categorising and recording economic activity’. In particular, the liberal economic 
culture among the OECD bureaucrats has structured the organization’s policy outputs 
(Morriss and Moberg 2012; Porter and Webb 2007), sometimes leading to a weak, 
though successfully diffused, “lowest common denominator” standard in the tax area 
(Eccleston and Woodward 2014). 
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However, the analytical preoccupation with one professional culture, defined as 
organizational, leaves scope for a complementary, ‘open’ approach that aims to dis-
cover, through the study of competition and conflict, how specific boundaries between 
groups are meaningful in the context under study. As Block-Lieb and Halliday (2017: 
31) note, the ecological analysis ‘should not begin with an IO as the unit of analysis, 
but with the sea in which it swims’. Indeed, the traditional dichotomous thinking in 
terms of ‘public’ policy-making insiders and ‘private’ policy-influencing outsiders may 
be particularly unhelpful ‘when it comes to understanding how authority is being articu 
lated and how governance is shaped’ (Pattberg and Stripple 2008: 370). Rather, public 
and private sector actors may coalesce and compete across dimensions defined by ideas 
or expertise rather than sector or organizational employment (Picciotto 2015; 
Seabrooke 2014). In the empirical case of BEPS, the broadening of the professional 
population considered here offers a complementary analysis to prior case studies 
focused on the coherent OECD technical bureaucracy (Büttner and Thiemann 2017). 

Second, a linked ecologies approach emphasizes the fluidity of authority and inves-
tigates the particular nature and distribution of authority in the context of transnational 
governance. This context is often marked less by entrenched, fixed orders and relation-
ships than by comparable national contexts (Buchholz 2016; Krisch 2017; Vauchez 
2011). In particular, the nature and complexity of modern governance issues that span 
countries, cultures and knowledge domains foster a reconfiguration of authority, 
involving novel constellations of civil society, the private sector, and professionals 
(Abbott and Snidal 2009; Djelic and Quack 2010; Djelic and Sahlin-Andersson 2006; 
Hall and Biersteker 2002; Keck and Sikkink 1998). (To be clear, nation-states remain 
powerful and central actors, but in a capacity that is reconfigured and less ‘given’.) 
Elite professionals are potentially important actors in this context. They operate trans-
nationally and develop cultures and practices that are distinct from and less bound by 
national norms and institutions, and they have resources that enable them to capitalize 
on the authority opportunities afforded in transnational spaces (Faulconbridge and 
Muzio 2012; Kauppi and Madsen 2013; Seabrooke 2014). 

Existing research in the ‘regulatory capture’ stream has addressed this fluidity of 
authority involving actors outside the traditional formal ‘power roles’ of nation-states 
and international bureaucrats to whom nation-states delegate, and has studied how such 
authority is activated across organizational domains. Yet, this literature has tended to 
emphasize one particular causal dimension of influence, namely that elite professionals 
representing business or dominant class interests ‘capture’ and dominate transnational 
governance processes to define policies in their own interest (Baker 2010; Bó 2006). 
In the transnational tax governance literature, Hampton and Christensen (2011: 172) 
have for instance argued that the emergence of offshore tax havens was facilitated by 
elite lawyers. Webb (2004) finds that that policy capture by transnational taxpayers and 
private-sector tax experts kneecapped the OECD’s crackdown on tax havens in the 
early 2000s. 

In contrast to this ‘top–down’ approach to authority, the linked ecologies literature 
offers a bottom–up view, focused on the emergent identification of authority and its 
dynamics. This supports paying attention to the nuances of authority and influence 
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exercised in transnational governance processes, the causal mechanisms of which may 
be less predictable than sometimes expected (Young 2012). The linked ecologies 
approach is, in this context, more occupied with developing a view of the system of 
elite professionals and its authority dynamics in the particular empirical setting at hand 
(Seabrooke and Tsingou 2015). Here, professionals groups and their particular resour-
ces, strategies, and authority, are analytically emergent from the distinctions drawn 
through competitive struggles in the professional community, rather than given organ-
izational belonging. 

In the transnational context, career experiences – especially professional networks 
and expertise – offer the professional community a central and particularly distinctive 
professional resource. Career patterns are generally significant in professional contexts, 
not only because they express individual status and social differentiation, but also 
because they generate effects for the wider professional system of inter-linked ecolo-
gies (Abbott 1988: 128–34). For instance, the overall pool of professional expertise in 
a given ecological setting places important constraints on professional status strategies, 
thus indicating that there is a hierarchy of expertise within the professional community 
– a dynamic that I explore in the analysis below. Given the importance of professional 
competition in a transnational governance setting, the significance of careers is com-
pounded. As noted in the introduction to this special themed issue, careers offer elite 
professionals critical expertise resources that enable credible arguments about trans-
national policy issues. 

Moreover, careers provide network resources such as personal connections, peer 
recognition and shared vocabularies, which enable access to and diffusion of know-
ledge within the professional community. In transnational governance contexts, net-
work relations such as those from professional and business associations can provide 
prestige and authority. These associations are social network sites and fora for the 
development and exchange of professional expertise (Greenwood et al. 2002; Quack 
2007). They provide loose and firm network ties through which policy knowledge can 
move swiftly. In short, ideas may well be most effective when promoted by profes-
sionals who enjoy privileged network positions (Burt 2010: 256–7). 

Third, the linked ecologies’ approach allows us to zoom in on the cross-cutting 
interactions within and across professional networks. Linked ecologies are associated 
with a relational approach that places linkages at the core of our understanding of the 
professional system and its dynamics. Professional strategies and dynamics that span 
multiple emergent groupings of elite professionals are notable features of transnational 
governance settings, which are characterized by a reconfiguration of authority types. 
Rather than dominated by strict logics of command (for example conventional bargain-
based law-making), transnational governance heavily features alternative types of inter-
actions, ‘softer’ logics, such as delegation, orchestration, and issue control (Abbott et 
al. 2015; Büthe and Mattli 2011; Seabrooke and Henriksen 2017). A particular strength 
of the approach is its focus on these diverse dynamics of professional actors in the 
social setting (Liu and Emirbayer 2016), which are specifically suited to the ‘complex-
ity and dynamism of multilayered social spaces in global governance’ (Block-Lieb and 
Halliday 2017: 32). 
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The concept of ‘hinges’ provides a particularly intriguing view of the of the 
involvement of elite professionals in transnational governance, for it is illustrative of 
the cross-cutting linkages that provide professionals with the competitive opportuni-
ties they need to claim control over areas of expertise (Abbott 2005). Hinges are 
strategies that benefit two adjacent ecologies (or sub-groups within both ecologies), 
such as the simultaneous advancement of a specific political-theory paradigm in the 
economics profession and the economic policy ecology (Farrell and Quiggin 2017). As 
de Souza Leão and Eyal (2019: 388–9) argue, hinge dynamics simultaneously 
reconfigure multiple ecologies, thus allowing for the emergence and shared perception 
of mutual possibilities. Issue-specific linked ecologies in transnational governance are 
often in flux as politics change and reform opportunities develop, distanced from 
conventionally entrenched hierarchies, and the issues at hand can offer tangible benefits 
to compete and cooperate over the use of expertise and network resources (Seabrooke 
and Henriksen 2017). 

Elite professionals can build up these resources through their careers, which they 
can then capitalize on for hinge strategies at critical moments, say to influence the 
direction of an emergent transnational tax policy. By accumulating experience within 
or across different work roles and sectors, elite professionals may accrue prestige and 
resources to themselves and to professional ecologies, thus enhancing opportunities for 
benefits across expert groups. For instance, a professional gains intimate knowledge of 
the technical language and arguments related to tax reform from both legal and 
accounting domains throughout a diverse career. This may enable the professional to 
speak authoritatively to multiple expert audiences as well as to contribute to building 
shared views of policy options across those groups. It may also benefit the legal and 
accounting groups by increasing the reach and prestige of their technical knowledge 
and arguments, and in turn the likelihood of policy influence success – effectively, like 
a plant spreading its pollen. 

In contrast to these features of elite professionals in transnational governance, exist-
ing studies often emphasize the ‘separate-ness’ and singularity of expert-based actors. 
Scholarship on the ‘knowledge networks’ of transnational (tax) governance certainly 
offers valuable insights that take conflict, and new sources of authority, into account, 
but remains focused on the distinctiveness and internal coherence of expert groups. 
‘Knowledge networks’ are defined as networks of knowledgeable actors with credible 
claims to expert authority – professionals, researchers, scientists – who aim to ‘advance, 
share and spread’ knowledge, including policy-oriented knowledge (Stone 2002: 2). 
Often, knowledge networks are in practice understood as ‘epistemic communities’ or 
‘transnational advocacy networks’ (TANs). The focus of the perspective on epistemic 
communities is on the authority of pure scientific expertise and expert consensus, as 
distinct and separate from politics, and engrained in communities with strong shared 
norms, beliefs and goals (Haas 1992: 4). The perspective on TANs, in turn, stresses the 
mesh of authority, pointing towards both the expertise and network dynamics under-
pinning authority, but also places at its core the ‘common frames of meaning’ (Keck 
and Sikkink 1998: 7) among ‘specific altruistically motivated individuals’ (Carpenter 
2007: 104). In the context of tax, this scholarship has emphasized the historical 
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cohesion and shared ‘habitus’ of the ‘in-group’ of professionals in transnational tax 
policy (Christians 2010a; Picciotto 2015), or how transnational networks of civil 
society advocacy groups shaped global tax policy by mobilizing scarce expertise 
(Baden and Wigan 2017). 

A linked ecologies approach invites invites one to focus on the heterogeneous 
features and interactions of expert groups, both internally and externally. A profes-
sional group is analysed ‘in relation to other professional ecologies competing with it, 
or other institutional ecologies, which are linked to it’ (Fourcade 2006: 155). ‘Knowl-
edge networks’ may be conceptualized as one dimension here, where, for instance, they 
contribute to ‘hinge’ strategies (Stone 2013). In this sense, ecological studies place the 
construction and change of ecologies through strategies that cut across ecologies, such 
as hinges, at the centre of one’s understanding of domain-specific hierarchies and 
authorities. Fourcade (2006), for instance, has shown how a transnational economics 
professional ecology emerged to create professional free trade and new professional 
jurisdictions by exploiting such cross-ecological strategies. For Seabrooke and Tsingou 
(2015; see also this issue), equally, hinges are central to one’s understanding of the 
influence of professionals on transnational governance. 

Background: the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project 

Launched in 2013, the OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project was hailed 
by its creators as unparalleled in terms of ambition and scale (OECD 2013b). The 
envisioned regulatory changes were innovative and far-reaching, aimed at countering 
tax avoidance by MNC costing governments around the world an estimated 100–240 
billion dollars in revenue annually (OECD 2015b). Across 15 specific ‘Actions’, initia-
tives sought to fix key loopholes and incongruities in the international tax system 
related to hybrid mismatches, corporate transparency, multilateral cooperation, and 
more. Political support for the initiative has been marked, with broad backing for its 
core principles (Avi-Yonah 2017). Yet, its real-life impacts remain contentious. 
Following the finalization of the project, more than 100 countries have committed to 
implement the key BEPS policy recommendations,1 and its key proponents have 
described the project as a ‘major success story’ (OECD 2017). This arguably reflects 
broad acceptance by the policy-making community of the solutions based on strong 
technical capacity to develop and diffuse new transnational tax standards (Christians 
2010b; Sharman 2012; Vega 2012). Still, the project’s focus on fixing rather than 
fundamentally overhauling the international tax system has led others to argue that its 
outcomes were rather ‘weak’ (Lips 2018) or ‘moderate’ (Christensen and Hearson 
2019), which partly reflects the resistance of technical insiders to effective, comprehen-
sive change (Büttner and Thiemann 2017). 

Arguably, the most contentious of the 15 initiatives was Action 13, concerned with 
corporate tax transparency. Of particular concern was a significant expansion of 
documentation requirements by MNCs under ‘country-by-country reporting’ (CBCR). 
CBCR would make companies disclose much more information than previously on tax 
payments and economic activity indicators for each jurisdiction in which they operate, 
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far beyond existing requirements. These rules, stipulating corporate tax transparency 
levels, critically shape the political environment of MNCs by regulating the legality 
and feasibility (economic and normative) of corporate tax planning, which has become 
a topic of concern in corporate boardrooms (EY 2016; KPMG 2016; PwC 2013). Speci-
fically, documentation provides ‘outsiders’ (tax authorities, media, critical activists, 
and so on) with the ability to decipher and challenge corporate tax affairs (Christensen 
2020). Perhaps more significantly, CBCR had long been pursued by critical activists 
(Lesage and Kacar 2013), who viewed it as a stepping stone towards a genuine 
paradigm shift in the regulation of global capitalism (Christians 2012; Murphy 2010; 
Wojcik 2012). Since the global financial crisis, activists have battled against the 
opposition of powerful professionals, succeeding at time with introductions of sector-
specific, minimalist CBCR rules (Baden and Wigan 2017). 

In the public domain, civil society activists had effectively promoted CBCR onto 
the OECD/G20 BEPS agenda, advocating the full public release of the expansive new 
data (Dallyn 2016). In the BEPS project, however, a specialized group of elite profes-
sionals, mostly Western experts equipped with deep, domain-specific expertise, have 
dominated the policy debates. (Only a few non-technical experts, such as civil society 
activists, participated.) These discussions were largely framed in specific expertise-
based arguments, operating through a particular technical discourse (Büttner and 
Thiemann 2017). Moreover, in sharp contrast to the discourses of political activists, the 
technical policy plan defined the purpose of Action 13 as providing tax administrations 
with information necessary for risk assessment and for ensuring taxpayer compliance, 
while considering business compliance costs (OECD 2013a, 2014a). Still, these issues 
were subject to professional expert debate as part of the BEPS process, as well as formal 
political ratification.  

The outcome of the professional-technical process and discussions, which is 
analysed below, paved the way for the final BEPS policy recommendations. As 
Grinberg (2016: 1175) notes, these recommendations were ‘largely a product of 
technocratic regulatory consensus’. In the case of Action 13, the final report recom-
mended some expansion of corporate tax transparency, while rejecting a more radical 
overhaul of documentation requirements (OECD 2014b, 2015a). The report advanced 
a CBCR template applicable to all sectors, with seven new data points to be reported 
(down from 15 in the initial proposal). Filing was limited to MNCs with more than 
€750m in annual revenue2 and access was restricted to tax authorities, initially only in 
the MNCs’ home country. Under strict confidentiality and appropriate use safeguards, 
home country tax authorities could then share the CBCR data with other countries, 
though this would require an information exchange agreement, to which not all 
countries – in particular developing countries – have access. 

Data and methods 

To study how elite professionals operate in and influence the technical transnational 
policy process of BEPS, I draw on two main data sources – qualitative interviews and 
sequence analysis of professional careers. First, I conducted qualitative, semi-
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structured interviews with 29 professionals during the BEPS process in 2014–15. The 
interviews consisted of a mix of face-to-face (13) and phone consultations (16), with 
interviewees spanning a variety of professional backgrounds, nationalities and 
organizational affiliations. Information about the interviewees is listed in Appendix 1. 
The interviews, which probed the subjects’ relations to and views of the BEPS Action 
13 process and its professional community, were designed to identify and classify 
professionals, their relations, and relative influence and prestige in the transnational 
policy context. The questions also drew on domain-specific language and knowledge 
gained from 70 hours of participant observation at five major international tax events 
around Europe in 2014–15, all of which were concerned with the BEPS project – one 
OECD public consultation, one UN expert meeting, and three professional confer-
ences. 

Second, I study the careers of professionals involved in BEPS Action 13. As noted, 
careers matter for our understandings of the competitive professional dynamics in 
transnational governance settings based on expertise and network resources. In particu-
lar, I applied sequence analysis of careers, a novel technique applicable to the study of 
global networks and transnational governance (for example, Nilsson 2017; Seabrooke 
and Nilsson 2015). Given its limited use in prior studies in this empirical domain, it is 
worth laying out the basics of the method. Where I use its more complex analytical 
measures in the analysis, I explain those in the context below. Sequence analysis was 
originally used to analyse DNA successions, but has migrated via sociology to political 
science and international political economy (Abbott and Tsay 2000; Blanchard 2011). 
It allows the researcher to identify distinct trends and trajectories in careers, including 
expertise bases.3 One particular sequence analysis technique employed here is optimal 
matching, which offers an intuitive grouping of distinctive career trends. It generates 
clusters of similar career trajectories by their ‘distance’, based on the minimal 
cost/effort of transforming one sequence into another (called matching). This is 
explained in more detail in the context below. 

I identified key professionals engaged in the BEPS Action 13 process through 
consultation letters sent to the OECD, speakers at consultation events, and others found 
through snowballing in interviews. In total, 140professionals from international 
organizations, national governments, the private sector and civil society were mapped 
out of an estimated 300 professionals closely engaged in the policy process; of these, 
30 per cent were national delegates, 10 per cent IO staff, and 60 per cent were from the 
private sector and civil society. Out of these 140 professionals, I was able to source full 
career data for 98 professionals from LinkedIn, other public sites, and via manual 
enquiries. The sample contains a relatively high number of professionals currently 
employed in the private sector, since these were dominant in numbers and transparently 
visible in the consultation, and they were more likely to have comprehensive career 
information available on LinkedIn or other sites. However, 20 per cent of the sample 
consisted of elite professionals with career experience mainly from the national 
authorities, and 5 per cent with experience mainly in international organizations. Thus, 
while the sample covers the population broadly, data availability inevitably offer 
limitations. In the analysis below, I reflect on these limitations in context. 
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Career patterns of elite professionals in BEPS 

How do elite professionals operate in and influence the technical policy processes of 
transnational tax governance? In this section, I investigate the career characteristics of 
elite professionals involved in BEPS Action 13 and their model pathways, which offer 
the key resources with which to accrue authority, prestige and policy influence in 
practice. First, I consider the overall career pathway trends of the elite professionals 
involved. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the career sequences of the elite professionals. Each 
line represents a career, coded in one-year instances of work roles, sorted by career 
length (the shortest careers are on top). In the figures, I use two different colours to 
represent the coding. One is focused on expertise, namely the predominant technical 
knowledge applied by the professional in his or her work role – academic research, 
accounting, economics, executive,4 other, tax law or transfer pricing (Figure 1). The 
other is focused on organizational sector – academia, international organization (IO), 
other, private sector or public sector (Figure 2). A legend at the bottom of each figure 
illustrates the colour coding. In both figures, one professional career is highlighted for 
illustration. After a career starting in 1992, this person worked with accounting in the 
public sector for eight years, then with transfer pricing in the public sector for three 
years, then with tax law in the public sector for two years, then as an executive in the 
public sector for seven years, then as a senior manager in the private sector for one year, 
and most recently as an executive in an international organization. 

Figure 1: Career characteristics (expertise) 

The data help one to make sense of the overall pool of professional expertise 
involved in BEPS Action 13. The sample contains a strong presence of tax law expertise 
(the red colour in Figure 1) and private sector experience (the lavender colour in 
Figure 2). This indicates the importance of these expertise bases in the BEPS Action 
13 process. In 41 per cent of the career years, tax law was the predominant expertise 
applied; it was 73 per cent in the private sector. Table 1 below shows the full distri-
bution of career years by professional expertise and sector. 
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Figure 2: Career characteristics (organizational sector) 

On the face of it, the data support prior observations about the power of private 
sector (Webb 2004) and legal (Picciotto 2015) perspectives in global tax policy-making 
at the OECD. It is clear, for instance, that legal expertise dominates accounting exper-
tise in raw volume in this context. However, the data also reflect the varied experiences 
in careers, as several other expertise bases prove voluminous, in particular senior/
executive management experience and transfer pricing expertise. In addition, as noted, 
the data overrepresent private sector expertise, which indicates some additional real 
presence of public sector and IO experience. More importantly, this overall picture does 
not reveal the nuances of expertise, namely its context (in terms of careers) and 
application (in terms of policy arguments). We now turn to these dimensions. 

Table 1: Distribution of career years 

Percentage of career years 

Professional expertise  
Tax law 41 
Transfer pricing 22 
Senior/executive management 15 
Accounting 09 
Economics 06 
Academia 04 
Other 03 

Sector  
Private 73 
Public 17 
IO 07 
Other 03 
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For a more detailed look at the types of elite professional careers, and the specific 
ecological strategies reflected in them, we apply the optimal matching and cluster 
analysis to identify ‘model’ career pathways (Gabadinho et al. 2011). Optimal match-
ing calculates the (dis)similarity of careers, aggregating the total ‘cost’ of converting 
one career into another. Costs reflect the ‘effort’ required to move from one work role 
to another (Lesnard 2010), due to the learning curve of adopting and applying new 
expertise or managing novel relations in a new organizational context. In technical 
terms, there are two types of costs – the cost of substituting work roles and the cost of 
inserting/deleting (‘indel’) work roles. The cost types are substitutive. If one cost type 
is high, the distance calculation will rely more on the other. In short, substitutions 
regard the timing of career experience, for example whether two professionals both 
worked as tax lawyers in 2007. Meanwhile, indel costs pertain to the overall content of 
sequences, for example whether two professionals have both worked as tax lawyers 
during their careers (Aisenbrey and Fasang 2010: 426). 

I base my definition of substitution costs inductively on the frequency of transitions 
between work roles within the sample. To exemplify this, there are no transitions within 
our population between public sector accounting and academia – these are quite 
dissimilar positions and to move between them would require considerable effort. In 
contrast, there are relatively many transitions between public sector and IO economists 
– these are similar positions and to move between them would require little effort. Since 
I am particularly interested in the overall content of careers (rather than the specific 
timing of expertise), I favour indel costs over substitution costs by setting them at half 
the mean of the substitution costs, which effectively eliminates the upper half of 
substitution costs (MacIndoe and Abbott 2004: 392). 

To identify key career types, I used Ward’s method to cluster careers into model 
pathways, a standard approach for segmenting sequences into compact, relatively even-
sized clusters. The clusters reflect the main macro-types of careers in the population, 
and thus I expect my data limitations to affect the number of professionals in each 
cluster, rather than the career types themselves.5 For visual interpretation and compara-
bility, I include only the most recent 30 years of data (1985–2014) in the matching; this 
captures 95 per cent of total career years. I opted for a cluster solution of four, useful 
for the empirical interests of the analysis and conceptually meaningful. Compared with 
multiple alternative clustering methods, Ward clustering yielded the highest agglomer-
ative coefficient, generally interpreted as the strength of the clustering structure 
(Kaufman and Rousseeuw 2009: 212; Maechler 2018). The Ward clustering dendro-
gram is shown in Appendix 2. The clusters are visualized below in Figures 3 and 4 
below. Once again, each line represents a professional career, in one-year instances. 
Figure 3 is colour-coded for expertise, Figure 4 for sector. 

Moving from the top left, the clusters depict the model pathways that I have roughly 
labelled as ‘Adviser-turned-executive’, ‘Expertise brokers’, ‘Tax law specialists’, and 
‘Talents’ respectively. The first model pathway is the adviser-turned-executive route. 
Almost all the executive managers involved in BEPS Action 13 – today employed in 
an approximate 50/50 split of advisory firms and industry – have substantial practical 
expertise from law, transfer pricing, accounting and/or economics, typically gained 
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from the advisory sector. These career experiences provide access to multiple 
knowledge bases and networks associated with an area of technical expertise and a 
higher-level perspective on organizational management, though concentrated within 
one sector. The backdrop to executive careers may also reflect hierarchical work 
promotion structures in the tax space for advisory and industry firms, illustrating the 
status afforded to elite professionals (expressed here as a management position) able to 
draw on deep technical expertise. 

Figure 3: Visualization of clusters (expertise) 

Figure 4: Visualization of clusters (sector) 
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The second model pathway is the ‘expertise broker’. Here, careers are brokered 
across multiple professional domains. In terms of expertise, this is predominantly tax 
law and transfer pricing, but also accounting, economics, executive and academia. In 
terms of sectors, more than two-thirds of the cluster have experience from both ‘regula-
tor’ (public/IO sectors) and ‘regulated’ (private sector) communities. These careers 
provide expertise brokers with both diverse specialist knowledge and network resour-
ces from multiple sectors and organizational contexts they also bestow on their 
beholders the ability to carry and promote policy claims as ‘travelling salesmen in 
ideas’ (Tyllström 2019). 

The third model pathway is that of the tax law specialists, who have rather 
monotonous careers in that they are occupied predominantly with tax law in the private 
sector. This career pattern reflects a tendency for specialization within law generally 
and tax law specifically, where elite professionals build up a significant body of exper-
tise within their area due to the complexity of the topic and to the market and career 
reward structures (Laumann and Heinz 1977). The cluster also represents a comple-
mentary late-career trajectory to the ‘adviser-turned-executive’ cluster. In both path-
ways, technical expertise work dominates the early career. However, where the 
‘adviser-turned-executives’ then shift towards a higher-level management and organiz-
ational role in a mix of advisory firms and industry, the tax law specialists remain 
focused on deep technical expertise and almost of them stay within the advisory sector. 
This specialization also enables professionals to become extremely well-connected 
through targeted professional networks within their domain, such as transnational tax 
policy associations and committees. Here, they can accrue authority, prestige and 
policy influence as they become perceived as ‘knowing well’ (Lazega 1992) in the 
professional community. 

The fourth model pathway is ‘talents’, professionals with short careers (having 
entered the job market recently) but with intriguing, distinct characteristics. The cluster 
consists of some short ‘alternative’ careers, for example a few civil society activists, 
but also an important sub-group of young achievers with extremely diverse careers. 
Despite short professional lives, the members of this sub-group have gained experience 
in a large number of different expertises and sectors. Interestingly, several of these 
achievers now work at the OECD (depicted in the Monte Carlo green colour in Figure 
4). This reflects OECD recruitment for its tax positions, which specifically target career 
diverse professionals with cross-cutting diplomacy competencies (job postings on file 
with author). Moreover, it may well represent learning by young tax professionals 
whose diverse careers lead to prestige and authority in transnational governance 
settings, a trend that has previously been shown for similar young professionals at the 
IMF (Seabrooke and Tsingou, this issue). 

I can quantify some of these observations by using the complexity measure, intro-
duced by Gabadinho et al. (2010, 2011), to characterize sequences. The measure 
reflects the diversity and ‘unusualness’ of a career, based on the number of job changes 
and the heterogeneity of work experience. It varies between 0, a totally monotonous 
career in which the professional does the exact same work throughout, and 1, a con-
tinually shifting career in which the professional works an equal time in every possible 
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work role. Figure 5 below plots the complexity score of each career in each cluster, 
with a density estimate of the total distribution (Wilke 2018). The figure shows that the 
‘adviser-turned-manager’ and the ‘expertise brokerage’ clusters feature relatively com-
plex careers with a high degree of diversity in career experiences. The careers of tax 
law specialists are remarkably stable, while the ‘talents’ cluster features a sub-group of 
highly diverse careers (many transitions and short stays). 

Figure 5: Complexity score by cluster 

These views of career patterns and model pathways point to the presence and impor-
tance of particular professional skills and experiences in the BEPS Action 13 policy 
environment. In raw volume, the tax-law expertise in the private sector stands out, but 
the issue-specific combinations of professional expertise and networks, as in the careers 
of the ‘adviser turned executive’ and the ‘expert broker’ are also important. Impor-
tantly, these features of the professional environment shape the policy process and 
policy discussions. Their career experience enables professionals to activate hinge 
strategies at critical moments, advance particular knowledge to certain networks, and 
benefit certain professionals over others in policy discussions. This can effectively 
shape who is listened to, the criteria for accepted arguments, and which policy solutions 
can be discussed. I now turn to these dynamics. 

Careers, authority and policy influence in BEPS 

Abstracting from the overall career patterns and model pathways, and adding the 
qualitative insights, I investigate and assess the different strategies employed by 
professionals. I show how they draw on their career resources career resources to 
achieve authority and policy influence in the elite professional community and how this 
affects BEPS Action 13 policy discussions. In this section, I argue that the authority 
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and influence of elite professionals in the transnational reform project was based on 
strategic combinations of expertise and network positioning in the issue-specific linked 
ecologies. 

A first key impact of the overall BEPS Action 13 career architecture was the 
hierarchy of technical expertise. The policy process was characterized by highly 
technical vocabularies of policy discussions, in particular the legal language pertaining 
to tax. This provided a dense façade for the underlying distributional politics. As an 
Irish Ministry of Finance official noted, ‘BEPS is technical in nature but political in 
flavour’ (Nolan 2014: 8). Its technical nature limited participation by actors who did 
not possess the required professional expertise, so particularly disadvantaged civil 
society groups. One specialist in tax law noted that, in the policy debates, ‘it’s about 
who opens their mouth’ (interview with public-sector tax lawyer). Those who did open 
their mouths were more likely to have important experiences behind them. In particular, 
the primacy of legal and private-sector tax experience – the two most prevalent exper-
tise bases in the careers of elite professionals – was repeatedly highlighted in 
interviews. Almost the entire OECD BEPS secretariat were tax lawyers with private-
sector experience. On this, a former OECD employee said, ‘in the OECD, there are 
some tax economists, and clearly different opinions between tax economists and tax 
lawyers, and the tax lawyers always win’ (interview with private-sector tax lawyer). 
There was also a widespread belief that private-sector perspectives were privileged in 
the Action 13 policy environment. As one interviewee – a private-sector tax specialist 
– said, ‘you need to “spend time in the trenches” to meaningfully comment on the 
issues’ (interview with private-sector tax adviser). 

In contrast, expertises seen as less credible were generally less well received when 
mobilized on their own for policy arguments. For instance, policy claims based on pure 
accounting expertise, concerned with the processing and presentation of financial 
information, found relatively little traction. In one example, multiple experts argued 
that the proposed tax transparency requirements were incompatible with existing 
corporate accounting systems. One highly experienced accountant, advancing a self-
described ‘finance and accounting point of view’, summarized the argument in his 
consultation letter: ‘everyone involved in these processes from whatever background 
has to lift his mind … and must understand that systems and data might not be already 
available to meet these new data reporting requirements’ (OECD 2014c). Yet, this point 
was broadly disregarded, and the final report made no mention of the issue of system 
data availability. On this, an ‘adviser-turned-executive’ with an accounting background 
said, ‘Action 13 is a “tax lawyers’ output”, tax lawyers talking to each other in tax 
technical language. But they lack practical accounting knowledge, which is what we 
attempted to provide, but they didn't really listen to my concerns’ (interview with 
private-sector executive). 

In addition to the influence of expertise hierarchies, a second feature of policy 
discussions was the activation of issue-specific combinations of expertise, which were 
used strategically and effectively to advance successful policy claims. Notably, a 
combination of expertise in legal tax matters, transfer pricing and economics informed 
the successful arguments in favour of limiting the new corporate tax transparency 
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documentation because of ‘commercial sensitivity’ concerns. Elite professionals 
argued that an expansion of the corporate tax transparency requirements created legal 
(uncertainty), transfer pricing (complicating transfer pricing assessments), and 
economic (inefficiency) problems. One consultation letter from an ‘expert broker’ with 
a wide range of background expertise who was representing a global professional 
group, is illustrative. It said it was ‘difficult to overstate the confidentiality concerns’; 
in fact, it argued that access to extensive documentation was ‘an unnecessary risk as 
most of the information in the master file will be irrelevant’, and suggested that the 
OECD should limit ‘transfer pricing documentation requirements to information that is 
useful for risk assessment purposes’. If not, the letter argued, the documentation might 
well ‘thwart highly innovative, new, immediately global businesses’ at the expense of 
‘economic cooperation and development’ (OECD 2014c). The argument was well 
received. One interviewee said that the arguments had been heard, and that they had 
been ‘successful in convincing the OECD that you don’t need all that information [in 
the CBCR]’ (interview with private-sector tax adviser). Indeed, the OECD’s final 
guidance dedicated significant space to the issue of commercial sensitivity; it reduced 
the number of data points asked for from businesses, and offered a lengthy list of 
practical initiatives to ensure the ‘appropriate use’ of the CBCR data, down to the use 
of physical stamping of reminders on each individual page in the documentation. 

The ‘commercial sensitivity’ case also illustrates the importance of issue-specific 
networks in strategies to achieve authority and policy influence. While cross-cutting 
expertise is one important mechanism through which develop ‘hinging’ opportunities 
among professional communities in BEPS Action 13, the role of networks in ‘opinion 
socializing’ and building and spreading policy consensus in different professional 
domains was also central. In particular, select tax law specialists – with authority and 
professional connections from homogeneous careers – diffused the key commercial 
sensitivity arguments within and across the tax committees of transnational profes-
sional networks. Several interviewees had noted the importance of such committees for 
its provision of access to weak ties, acquaintances and critical policy knowledge. The 
diffusion across these committees contributed to the development of shared views of 
key policy claims among different stakeholders.  

One important such network was the Business and Industry Advisory Committee to 
the OECD (BIAC). As the ‘voice of business at the OECD’, BIAC is an institutional-
ized group firmly embedded in OECD tax policy work, and it functions as the umbrella 
network for a large and diverse group of national, regional and international 
associations that span professional and business domains. Yet, it does not merely aggre-
gate policy ideas; it actively shapes them. As stated by the tax committee regarding its 
BEPS 13 inputs, ‘BIAC has for the first time in the BEPS project sought to draft a 
consensus document to represent business views more generally, rather than simply 
funnelling views from our members’ (OECD 2014c). Tax law specialists held key pos-
itions in the BIAC committee, highly respected professionals with strong links to other 
experts. One interviewee acknowledged this, citing exclusive leaks of policy docu-
ments to BIAC as one example of deference (interview with private-sector executive). 
Another interviewee, a former OECD official, noted, ‘BIAC is given more access. 
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Pascal [Saint-Amans, director of OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration] is 
more likely to meet with BIAC bilaterally than others.’ 

The centrality of professional networks like BIAC rested, to a significant extent, on 
the professional and career resources of their key members. To illustrate, one particu-
larly central, well-connected, tax lawyer held positions across multiple tax committees 
including BIAC, a national industry confederation, a regional tax professional group, 
and a public sector stakeholder group. With specialized experience in a tax-law career, 
predominantly in the private sector, the professional built up and leveraged an exclusive 
network within the tax space, becoming perceived as someone ‘knowing well’ (Lazega 
1992). One interviewee described such connections as ‘important for being heard at the 
OECD’ (interview with private-sector tax lawyer). Another former OECD employee 
said these resources enabled such elite professionals to have a ‘very close relationship’ 
with leading tax policy-makers at the OECD: ‘they talk on the phone all the time, they 
meet all the time at these different international conferences; they can easily pick up 
the phone and smooth over the problems’ (interview with private-sector tax lawyer). 

These dynamics reinforced policy influence by socializing professionals around 
similar policy claims, helped by elite tax law specialists with strong network access. 
One interviewee, a member of multiple key tax committees, noted on the networks’ 
engagement in BEPS that ‘the group of people involved in the process is relatively 
small; we see each other regularly. … The consensus on [the] business side is massive 
for almost all [BEPS] Action points’ (interview with private-sector tax adviser). While 
there was not always agreement about the details of preferred policy outcomes between 
different business and professional groups, the broad acceptance of policy arguments 
advanced by a group of authoritative tax law specialists across key tax committees 
helped in the development of a shared view on what constituted credible policy argu-
ments. In the end, the idea of expansive corporate tax transparency as a threat to 
commercial sensitivity was widely shared and accepted, and contributed to a significant 
reduction in the content of new documentation and strong limitations on access and use 
(Christensen 2020). 

Importantly, the significance of these strategies for authority and influence in BEPS 
13, based on expertise and network resources, was also widely acted upon by elite pro-
fessionals themselves. In particular, those with limited access to the requisite resources, 
limited authority and prestige, and thus limited likelihood of policy influence them-
selves, either abstained from participation or leveraged the authority of other powerful 
elite professionals able to achieve influence. In the former category, most civil society 
activists, lacking strong issue-specific expertise and network resources, deliberately 
avoided engaging with the technical BEPS Action 13 process. Only eight critical NGOs 
provided written policy comments, and fewer yet participated in the formal policy 
discussions at the OECD. And, perhaps for a good reason, their claims were not heard 
(Christensen 2020). ‘It didn’t feel like we were heard; the OECD overlooked [our] 
comments’, said one participant (interview with civil-society manager). Another noted 
the challenges of civil-society involvement, saying ‘I need broader alliance than just 
with NGOs, it’s critical to get investors, pension funds and asset owners on board with 
me’ (interview with civil-society adviser). 
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Other professional groups sought instead to employ particularly influential elite 
professionals to advance their arguments. One global professional service firm, for 
instance, left all its direct engagement with the BEPS Action 13 process to one expertise 
broker, who had exceptionally broad career experience in both the public and private 
sectors, and in accounting, transfer pricing, and tax policy. Internally, the broker was 
nicknamed ‘the OECD partner’, a reference to the resources of the professional, which 
were particularly suitable for OECD tax discussion (interview with private sector trans-
fer pricing adviser). The use of influential professionals as ‘figureheads’ is perhaps most 
clearly visible in issue-specific professional networks formed for the specific purpose of 
influencing transnational tax policy discussions. In BEPS 13, at least nine such networks 
were involved, for example the ‘Banking and Finance Company Working Group on 
BEPS’ and the ‘International Alliance for Principled Taxation’, and almost all were 
fronted by elite professionals with exceptional career resources and a lot of authority. 

The case of one specific group is illustrative of the strategic leveraging of figure-
heads – the BEPS Monitoring Group (BMG). The BMG was the only issue-specific 
professional network formed by civil society activists involved in BEPS Action 13. 
Historically, participation by civil society professionals in transnational tax policy-
making at the OECD has been extremely limited (Christensen and Hearson 2019: 1073; 
Ougaard 2011). However, the BMG was formed in part in recognition that if civil 
society professionals were to make an impact on technical transnational tax governance 
processes like BEPS Action 13, they would need to find another way of accessing the 
requisite resources for influence (interview with civil society manager). The BMG’s 
solution was to gather in one coalition those civil society professionals with most rele-
vant expertise and authority, regardless of organizational belonging, and then appoint 
the outstanding experts as figureheads. In BEPS 13, the key figures included two 
experienced accountants with deep technical knowledge, and a life-long academic with 
strong network connections through civil society, public and private tax networks. 
Mobilizing these resources, they were able to vocalize broader moral concerns in highly 
technical arguments. 

Conclusion 

In this article, I have argued that the prestige and influence of elite professionals in 
transnational tax governance, such as the BEPS project, are based on strategic com-
binations of expertise and professional network positioning in issue-specific linked 
ecologies. I have outlined the overall career patterns and distinct model career pathways 
of the elite professionals involved, namely the ‘advisers-turned-executives’, ‘expertise 
brokers’, ‘tax law specialists’ and ‘talents’. Elite professionals draw on the expertise 
and networks derived from their careers to compete for professional authority by 
activating hinge strategies that benefit multiple professional ecologies and enable them 
to influence the transnational policy process. Characterizing these competitions is a 
hierarchy of technical expertise, dominated by tax law in particular, but also by the 
successful mobilization of issue-specific combinations of expertise and select network 
resources. Elite professionals on the margins of influence in the BEPS project sought 
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to access these successful strategies by enlisting the services of powerful elite profes-
sionals to speak for them, or where that was not possible, they chose to abstain from 
involvement altogether. The dynamics of this professional competition shaped the 
transnational policy process by accruing authority to select professionals, thus affecting 
the feasibility of policy solutions, the criteria for accepting arguments, and to whom 
people listened. 

In this article, I have opened up a number of new insights and questions. Conceptu-
ally, I have illustrated how an ecological approach can shed light on the underexplored 
dynamics of elite professionals in transnational (tax) governance, thereby contributing 
to existing studies on entrenched hierarchies of authority, consensus in predefined 
groups, and the uniformity of expert actors. In the case at hand, I have shown the compe-
titive dynamics at play among elite professionals; identified the emergent sources and 
impacts of authority; surveyed the cross-cutting interactions within and across pro-
fessional networks; and discussed the influence of these dynamics on the BEPS policy 
process. In such transnational governance settings, in which technically complex regu-
lations are formed in spaces separated from national arenas, the role of elite professionals 
is likely to remain an important object of study, and the ecological approach provides 
a fruitful avenue along which to do so. While this is a contribution to an emerging 
literature that applies ecological approaches to studying transnational governance, 
given its relatively limited expanse so far, there remains significant scope to study and 
theorize critical contemporary issue areas and different forms of governance. 

Finally, in a practical sense, I have provided new insights into the behaviour of 
expert actors in transnational tax governance and their role in formulating global tax 
policy. For scholars of transnational (tax) governance, and indeed for stakeholders 
seeking to understand or influence such transnational governance, the analyses here 
offer a view of what expertise and network resources are likely to be required of those 
who might meaningfully participate in and influence policy-making at this level. These 
resources may be organically ‘grown’ or otherwise strategically accessed, but to be 
successful, professionals must be able to activate cross-cutting professional strategies, 
such as hinges. For instance, for civil society activists, historically reserved about 
participating in transnational tax governance processes, my analysis provides examples 
of how effective mobilization may be strategized. Finally, my insights are relevant to 
policy-makers in government and international organizations who oversee and 
structure transnational governance processes. If they are interested in accommodating 
a broad range of expert views on policy-making, rather than relying on a narrow set of 
elite professionals with specific expertise and network resources, they must take into 
account the barriers posed by the career pathways and prestige hierarchies of the 
technical elite community. 
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Notes 

1. www.oecd.org/tax/beps/about/. 
2. According to OECD estimates, this will represent 10–15 per cent of MNCs but over 90 per 

cent of global revenue. 
3. Here, it is worth noting why I am looking at career experience to assess professional expertise 

rather than simply educational training. While formal education provides the basis from 
which professionals utilize knowledge, careers often diverge from their educational basis, 
and more importantly, it is the career evolution and professional interactions that shape the 
prestige and authority of elite professionals in transnational governance settings (Seabrooke 
2014; Seabrooke and Nilsson 2015). 

4. In this context, executive work roles are those positions where the focus on higher-level 
management issues is predominant, such as the vice-president of a bank or the managing 
director of a manufacturing firm, even if the professional is still engaged in some substantive 
expertise work. 

5. Notably, I would expect the real number of professionals with career types involving 
underrepresented experiences (public sector, IO, civil society) to be higher than reported. 
Below, this would increase the number of professionals allocated to the clusters of ‘expertise 
brokers’ and ‘talents’. 
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Appendix 1: List of interviewees 

No. Date Location Nationality Sector 

01 October 2014 Geneva Ghana Public sector 

02 October 2014 Denmark Denmark Private sector 

03 October 2014 Geneva US Academia 

04 October 2014 Geneva UK Private sector 

05 October 2014 Denmark Denmark Public sector 

06 October 2014 Geneva Chile Public sector 

07 October 2014 Geneva Netherlands International organization 

08 October 2014 Via phone France Civil society 

09 October 2014 Geneva UK Academia 

10 October 2014 Geneva South Africa Public sector 

11 October 2014 Geneva Denmark Civil society 

12 October 2014 Norway Norway Public sector 

13 November 2014 Denmark Denmark Public sector 

14 November 2014 Via phone UK Private sector 

15 November 2014 Via phone UK International organization 

16 November 2014 Via phone UK Private sector 

17 November 2014 Via phone Germany Public sector 

18 November 2014 Via phone Germany Private sector 

19 November 2014 Via phone UK Private sector 

20 November 2014 Via phone Netherlands Private sector 

21 November 2014 Via phone France Private sector 

22 November 2014 Via phone France International organization 

23 December 2014 Via phone Belgium Private sector 

24 December 2014 Via phone Switzerland Public sector 

25 January 2015 Via phone UK Private sector 

26 January 2015 Via phone Germany Private sector 

27 January 2015 Via phone Netherlands Private sector 

28 January 2015 Via phone Sweden Private sector 

29 January 2015 Via phone Germany Private sector 
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Appendix 2: Dendrogram of Ward clustering 
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